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)n l0 August 1637 a pious young Cambridge graduate called Edward King
drowned in the Irish Sea when the ship carrying him to Ireland to visit
lrrr lamily struck a rock off the Velsh coast and sank. The author of some
r.rtlrcr undistinguished Latin verses, King had intended to take Holy Orders
,rrrtl pursue a career in the church, but in 1637 he was still a fellow at Milton's
,,1,1 college, Christ's, which he had entered when Milton was in his second
v,':rr. He was evidently a well-respected and popular figure in the University
,r
nlunity, so much so that when the news of his death reached Cambridge
'rrr
r liroup of his friends and colleagues decided to organize a volume of
rrr,'rrrrlrial verses in his honour. Although Milton does not appear to have
l', r'rr u particularly close friend of King's, he was nevertheless invited to conrrrlrrrlc to the collection. Published in 1638 under the titleJusta Edouardo
I' ttt1l trut{rago, the volume contained thirty-six poems in all, twenty-three in
t
'rr'('l( or Latin followed by thirteen in English. Milton's contribution, the
lrr',t rrr lho collection, was l4tcidas.
rvrrs

llrrlikc the other verse memorials in Justa Edouardo King naufrago,
I r,, r,/rrs is a pastoral elegy. It belongs, that is to say, to a long-established
l,r rrcric tradition characterized by a number of stylistic and structural
,

r,ilr,r'r'rlit)ns which enable the reader to recognize it as an heir to such works

:ilrnscr's 'Astrophel', Moschus's'Lament for Bion', Virgil's'Eclogue X'
,rrrl llrcocritus's'Idyl I'(see Hanford; Harrison; Kirkconnell). In poems
ru nn('rr rvithin this tradition the poet typically represents himself as a

'r,,

,lr, plrcrrl rnourning the death of a beloved companion whose departure has
rrlllrr tt'tl thcentirenatural worldwithgrief. Afterconsigninghissheeptothe

rrur'

ol unothcr

shepherd and invoking the assistance of the muses of
l"r,,rlrill l)octry, he proceeds to sing a dirge to his deceased friend in which
lrr r ct irlls thc idyllic days they spent together in the countryside.
,'\,rortling to the great eighteenth-century critic Dr Samuel Johnson,
\lrlt,rr's t lroicc ol'thc pasloral elcgy as the vchicle for his tribute to Edward
l rrrli rvrrs tlistinclly unklrlunatc. Ir.r a lirmous passage in his'Life of Milton'
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he declared that Lycidas'is not to be considered as the effusion of real
passion; for passion runs not after remote allusions and obscure opinions.
Passion plucks no berries from the myrtle and ivy, nor calls upon Arethuse
and Mincius, nor tells of rough satyrs and fauns with cloven heel. \7here
there is leisure for fiction, there is little grief.'\(hat possible point could
there be in representing King and Milton as shepherds tending their flocks
in the English countryside, Johnson asks, when we know perfectly well that
they were both students pursuing their studies at Cambridge University?
,Nothing,, he concludes, 'can less display knowledge or less exercise invention than to tell how a shepherd has lost his companion and must now feed
his flocks alone, without any iudge of his skill in piping; and how one god
asks another god what is become of Lycidas, and how neither god can tell.
He who thus grieves will excite no sympathy; and he who thus praises will
confer no honour' (quoted in Patrides 60-l). lffhat Johnson is obiecting to,
in short, is what he takes to be the essential artificiality of Milton's elegy and
the consequent absence of natural human feeling. The author of l-ycidas,he
insisrs, simply does not sound like a man deeply afflicted with grief- The
poem is insincere.
There are two main lines of defence against this charge. The first was most
persuasively stated by the Cambridge critic, E. M. \7. Tillyard' \yhen
Milton wrote Lycidas, he begins by noting, the poet was still a young man
himself. Like King he had intended to pursue a career in the church, like
King he nurrured literary ambirions, and like King he would shortly be

undertaking a sea voyage. How then, asks Tillyard, could Milton have
missed the analogy between King and himselP In considering King's
premature death, how could he have failed to confront the possibility that he
might complete the analogy by getting drowned as well? 'Most criticism of
"Lycidas" is off the mark', Tillyard therefore concludes,'because it fails to
distinguish between the nominal and the real subiect, what the poem professes to be about and what it is about. It assumes that Edward King is the
real whereas he is but the nominal subject. Fundamentally, Lycidas
concerns Milton himself; King is but the excuse for one of Milton's most
personal poems' (Tillyard 79-80). At its deepest level, then, Lltcidas is about
Milton's anxieties concerning the possibility of his own premature death,
akin perhaps to those expressed by John Keats in his sonnet 'rWhen I have

brain.'
The second line of defence against Johnson's charges takes exactly the

fears that I may cease to be / Before my pen has gleaned my teeming

opposite tack. Instead ofarguing that the poem does express sincere human
feeling (albeit about the author rather than about his ostensible subiect), it
insists that in real life grief is usually inarticulatc' or rtt hcst monosyllabic likc
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Lear's 'Howl, howl, howl, howl'. Faced with an actual bereavement, we are
simply incapable of translating our feelings into words with any great
eloquence. Any completely articulate expression of grief, then, is bound to
be 'artificial' simply by virtue of the fact that it is articulate. Traditional

lorms such as the pastoral elegy thus fulfil a deep human need. Like the
ritual of the funeral service itself, they provide us with a way of giving shape
and order to what otherwise might have been chaotic, fragmented, and
unspoken. The artifice of the pastoral convention with its shepherds,
nymphs, and pastoral deities can serve as a machine for feeling with, an
xpparatus of lament which, if used to contain any private sorrow, at once
absorbs it into the timeless.
Lycidas, according to this view, is deliberately impersonal in nature. To
xccept Johnson's assumption that a poem must express 'real passion' in
naturalistic terms is to misunderstand the kind of poem Milton was trying to
rvrite. For, like most of Milton's early works, Lycidas is an occasional poem.
As such, it is public, ceremonial, and formal rather than private, personal,
rund spontaneous. As C. S. Lewis once observed in a lecture, to complain
hecause Milton sounds unmoved by grief h Lycidas is like complaining
because the organist playing the funeral march does not break down in tears
during the burial service.
Both lines of argument seem to me inadequate in one way or another. The
I irst ignores the essentially conventional nature of the form in which Milton
chose to cast his tribute to Edward King, while the second takes no account
o['the reservoir of deep feeling at the centre of the poem. I would like to
l)ropose, therefore, a reading of Lycidas which recognizes the poem's
rclationship to the generic traditions lying behind it but also admits the
l)rcsence of intense personal emotion lying fust beneath the marmoreal
Iirrmality of the surface. It was precisely through his dialogue with the
tladition of the pastoral elegy, I shall argue, that Milton first came face to
ltcc with some of his most profound and personal anxieties about the future
tlirection of his own life.
Of all Milton's poems, we may begin by noting, Lycidas is the most
spccifically imitative. It is closely modelled on Virgil's Tenth Eclogue
( onlmemorating the death of the famous soldier, statesman, and poet
( .ornclius Gallus. Set in Arcadia, the legendary landscape of pastoral, this
pocm depicts Gallus as a lover whose mistress, Lycoris, has deserted him for
;rnuther man. After a short prologue setting the scene, the formal lament
lregins with the following question: '\fhat groves, what glades were your
:rlroclc, ye virgin Naiads, when Gallus was pining with a love unrequited?
lior llo hcights of Parnassus or of Pindus, no Aonian Aganippe made you

tt{

'l ,llltt

trrrrl,'VrrHil thcnproceedstodescribeaseriesofvisitorswhoarrivetocomlor I or to rrtlnronish Gallus as he lies at the brink of death. Apollo, the god
ol l)o(.tly, urgcs him to forget his mistress: 'Gallus, what madness is this?
'l'lrv srvcclheart Lycoris hath followed another amid snows and amid rugged
t
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lloems ask the same question: 'Who would refuse verses to Gallus?' '\flho
rvould not sing for Lycidas?' (10). Both poems appeal to Arerhusa for aid.
Iloth poems interrogate the nymphs, though Milton substitutes British for
Arcadian landmarks in his adaptation of Virgil's lines:

irrrrps.' A rustic deity called Silvanus arrives waving fennel flowers and tall

lilics. Arrd l'an, the god of shepherds, advises Gallus to stop grieving: 'Will
rlrt'rc hc no end? Love recks naught of this: neither is cruel Love sated with
tclrs. nor the grass with the rills, nor bees with the clover, nor goats with
lcirvcs.' llut despite these admonishments, Gallus continues to love the
runlaithl'ul Lycoris, and with his last words affirms the sovereignty of Eros:
'l,ove conquers all; let us, too, yield to Love.'
'lbgether with Virgil's other Eclogues this poem was a standard fixture in
the curriculum of seventeenth-century grammar schools, and most, if not
all, of Milton's readers would have been intimately familiar with it. Virgil,
they would have learned from their school texts, wrote the poem not to
celebrate the value of love but to warn us against its insidious power. 'In this
Eclogue', declared one contemporary authority, 'is set forth the picture of a
foolish lover, so that by looking at this picture we may learn to avoid all the
occasions and enticements by which this fire is wont to be aroused' (Philip
Melanchthon, Argumenta . . . in Eclogas Virgili,1568, sig. G8). According
to the Renaissance schoolmaster, John Brinsley, Gallus could have cured
himself 'by giving his mind to the studie of Poetrie' (Virgil' s Eclogues ( I 620),
98). So when Virgil asked the nymphs where they were while Gallus was
dying he was really rebuking the Muses 'that they were so careless of Gallus
to let him so leave his studies and to perish in such unbeseeming love'.
Other commentators, noting Gallus's career as a statesman, found in
him 'a memorable example of the kind of fortune one gets at court'
(Melanchthon, sig. G6r) and interpreted Virgil's questions to the nymphs in
political terms. Parnassus and Pindus, wrote William Lisle, 'were the places
of Gallus his retrait amongst the Muses, and the study of sweete Poesie:
wherein if hee had still retir'd himselfe . . . and had not aspired to the great
Imployments, and Business of state, which caus'd his ruin, hee had still
liv'd' (Virgil's Eclogues (1628), 184). According to this view of the poem,
then, Virgil's lament for Gallus was a warning against the perils of politics.
Now the resemblances between 'Eclogue X' and Lycidas are striking and
numerous. Phoebus Apollo appears at a crucial juncture in both poems.
Silvanus, wearing'rustic glories on his brow, waving his fennel flowers and
tall lilies', is clearly the prototype of Camus with his 'mantle hairy, and his

bonnet sedge,

/

Inwrought with figures dim' (104-5). Pan, the god of

shepherds, has his counterpart in Peter, the founder of the church. Both
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'Where were ye nymphs when the remorseless deep
Closed o'er the head ofyour loved l,ycidas?
For neither were ye playing on the steep,
rWhere your old bards, the famous

Druids, lie,
Nor on the shaggy top of Mona high,
Nor yet where Deva spreads her wizard stream

(s0-s)

And both poems conclude with the image of a shepherd rising to his feet at
t'vcning and setting off home with his flock.
But striking as they are, these formal resemblances pale beside the fundarncntal substantive difference between the two elegies. Virgil is mourning a
Itx,cr who died of unrequited passion. Milton is celebrating the memory of
rr studious young virgin who died by accident. In accordance with the advice
ol'commentators like Brinsley and Lisle, Edward King had abstained from
thc allurements of love and politics, yet he had still been cur off 'ere his
prime' (8). His death simply could not be attributed, as Gallus's could, to
sorne fatal error on his part. It was morally meaningless. Small wonder,
tlrcn, that after paraphrasing Virgil's questions to the Naiads, Milton
( olrments so bitterly:
Ay me, I fondly dream
Had ye been there - for what could that have done?

(56-7)

ll chastity. retirement,

and the study of poetry wcre no protection againsl
tlrc blind Fury and her shears, what was the point of sexual and political self-

tlrnial?

'l'hc primary allusive context within which Milton chose to lament the
rlcuth of his fellow student, I would therefore suggest, may have served to
tr igge

r his anxieties not about the possibility of his own premature death,

as

I'illvard suggested, but rather about the validity of the'fugitive and
, loistcred virtue' exemplified by Edward King, and still more to the point,
rrlrout the validity of the kind of life Milton himself had been leading for the
prrsl live years.

Whcn he composed the poem in November 1637, we should remember,

Aliltrln himself was almost twenty-nine years old. Since coming down from
( lrrrrrbridgc in 1632 he had been living with his parenrs, first in Hammer',rnitlr and later in thc rural villagc o[ llorton, where he had immersed
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and
himself in an intensive reading programme in theology, church history,
clergy
Puritan
on
pressure
classical literature. Thanks to the ever-increasing
he had probto conform to the rites and doctrines of the Anglican church,
in the
ably abandoned by now his earlier intention of making a career
'Church-outed by the prelates', unmarried, unemployed' and

church.

relatively unknown, he was preparing himself to be a great poet'
A I.atin poem Milton wrote to his father (Ad Patrem) offers a convenient
golden hope
window into his state of mind during this period. Relecting'the
'our nation's
of making piles of money' or a career dedicated to the study of

from

ill-preserved statures' (70-l), Milton declares that he has taken refuge
,the ilin of the city' in 'this deep seclusion . . . amidst the leisurely delights
(74-6)' In the
of the Aonian spring' where he can walk 'by Phoebus's side'
will be
Arcadian security of his studies at Horton, he assures his father, he
wealth
invulnerable to the ills which afflict those who have chosen to pursue
you'
with
away
worries'
or public office: 'Away with you, sleep-destroying
Do
goatish
look.
complainrs, and the squinting eye of envy with its crooked
gang
filthy
not stretch your snaky f aws at me, cruel calumny' Your whole
on in safety
can do me no harm: I am not within your power. I shall stride
(105-10).
sting'
your
viperous
above
with an unwounded heart, lifted high
followers
protect
her
to
This boundless confidence in the Muse's capacity
death of
the
from the ills of the world must have been severely shaken by
Milton
Edward King. Hence, perhaps, the particular pastoral name which

of the bleakest
chose to give his dead frien<l. For Lycidas is the protagonist
poetry
shape events
to
power
of
of Virgil's Eclogues, the ninth, in which the
Lycidas
poem
virgil's
is called inro serious question. At the beginning of the
but he soon
believes that poetry can preserve pastoral life from destruction,
,amid the weapons of war . . . our songs avail as much as, they say,
learns that
meaningless
the doves of chaonia when the eagle comes'. As he ponders the

same quesdeath of another Lycidas, Milton is brought face to face with the

then
tion as virgil: if the muse is not only thankless but powerless as well,
to
what is the point of serving her so strictly? Perhaps there was something
Far
political
engagement.
and
of
sexual
be said, after all, for the active life
epic
from recording Milton's discovery of his role as a divinely inspired
Friedman'
poet, as some critics have recently argued (see, for example'
\wittreich), Lycidas callsinto question the worth of the poetic vocation itself'
All three of the issues I have mentioned, chastity, retirement, and poetry,
King's
come into even sharper focus in Milton's treatment of Edward
nymphs
the
mythical surrogare within the poem: orpheus. After chastising

for their absence from the scene of King's death, Milton goes on:

What could the muse herself that Orpheus bore,
The muse herselffor her enchanting son
lWhom universal nature did lament,
!7hen by the rout that made the hideous roar,
His gory visage down the stream was sent,
Down the swift Hebrus to the Lesbian shorc.

4l

(58,53)

'l'he allusion here is to an episode which haunted Milton's imagination for
thc rest of his life, the legend of Orpheus's death, as recounted, for example,
trv Ovid in the Metamorphoses. Saddened by the death of Eurydice, Ovid
rclates, Orpheus shunned the company of women and devoted himself to
singing songs of such beauty that all nature was moved to respond. Enraged
hv his reiection of their amorous advances, the female followers of Bacchus

tlrowned out Orpheus's music with their howls, and tore him limb from
lirnb.
In the Renaissance, Orpheus's power to move the natural world with his
song was interpreted as a symbol of the power of poetry to control both
phvsical and psychological reality (see, for instance, the song which opens
r\ct III of Shakespeare's Henry VI I D. Llke the angelic choir in the 'Nativity
( )clc', the Muse's son had the power to restore the age of gold with his
r crlcmptive song. In Ad Patrem, for example, Milton had assured his father
that there was virtually nothing that human eloquence could not accomplish
rvlrcn divinely inspired. Poets, he claimed, were the acknowledged legislrrtors of the world, and their original prototype was Orpheus, 'who with his
',rnging . . . held streams spellbound and gave ears to the oak-trees and
rrrovcd lifeless phantoms to tears' (52-5).
I t is a far cry from this majestic figure to the helpless victim of the 'rout
llult made the hideous roar'. Even though they both derive from the same
,r rginal myth, the Orpheus whose song could make rivers stand still in Ad
l'rtnt'nt and the Orpheus whose 'gory visage down the stream was sent' in
/,r,, irlrzs are scarcely recognizable as the same character. We could hardly
lnvc been given a more precise or vivid way of measuring the impact which
tlrt' r.lcath of Edward King must have had upon Milton's conception of the
poelic v<lcation. The youthful optimism which had animated the verse
r'pisllc to his father has collapsed in a nightmare of senseless destruction
n'lrich cven the Muse was powerless to prevent.
'l'hc bitter questions which immediately follow the Orpheus episode have
,ltcn bccn called digressive, as though they had little or nothing to do with
tlrc r csl ol'thc pocm (scc lircnch). But once the point of the Orpheus allusion
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has been recognized,

it should

be readily apparent that

about the worth of 'the homely slighted shepherd's trade' are anything but
a sudden or unexpected interruption. After the allusions to Virgil's'Eclogue
X' and the Orpheus story, the questions Milton asks are not merely relevant;
they are inescapable:
Alas! \flhat boots it with uncessant care
To tend the homely slighted shepherd's trade,
And strictly meditate the thankless muse?
'Were it not better done as others use,

To sport with Amaryllis in the shade,
Or with the tangles of Neaera's hair?

them. The Muse, Calliope, displaces Venus, and her followers
make poems
instead of love. It was only natural, then, that Milton
should have eiuated
t he frustrarion of literary porenrialiry
with the denial of sexual fulfilment. To
cut off the possibility of great literary works was analogous
to destroying the
.pportunity to beget children. As a resuh, the assault of the abhorred
shears
ll'cls like nothing so much as a casrrarion:

(6+9)

The sense of release in these lines is almost as powerful as the sense of angry
bafflement they simultaneously express. The undercurrent of anxiety which
has slowly been gathering strength beneath the allusions to Lycidas, Gallus,
and Orpheus has finally broken through to the surface.
That it should prove to be such intensely sexual anxiety - Amaryllis and
Neaera were the traditional names of the nymphs who alternately torment
and gratify the shepherds in pastoral poetry - should come as no surprise

after all the doubts that the Orpheus allusion in particular has tacitly
directed at the ideal of chastity. F'or in the eyes of Milton and his contemporaries, Orpheus was an exemplar not only of poetic eloquence but also of
the sexual abstinence necessary to achieve it. As Milton wrote in his Elegia
sexta, the poet must live a life 'chaste and free from crime . . . In this way,
so it is said . . . old Orpheus lived, when he tamed the wild beasts among
lonely caves' (63-70). But the brutal scene on the banks of the Hebrus totally
subverts this simple-minded faith in the efficacy of pastoral virtue. Despite
their determination to scorn delights and live laborious days, both Orpheus
and Lycidas have gone to a watery death anyway.
Small wonder, then, that Milton is led to question the fundamental prin-

ciple upon which his whole conception of the poetic vocation had been
based: the denial ofthe flesh. Perhaps, after all, the suppression ofthe sexual

impulse was too high a price to pay for an art he might never survive to
practise. In light of Orpheus's fate, would it not be more sensible to follow
Volpone's advice and prove'while we can, the sports of love'(Ben Jonson,
Volpone,3.7 .167)? Better, surely, to risk gathering rosebuds too soon than
to suffer the fate of the 'rathe primrose' (142) which, in an earlier draft of
Lycidas, died'unwedded','colouring the pale cheek of uninjoyed love'.
Milton's treatment of this issue owes a great deal of its power, I suspect,
to the intimate connection that existed in his own mind between poetic
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productivity on the one hand and sexuar abstinence on the
other. For when
the pursuit of one activity is made dependent upon the avoidance
of some
other, the first often turns out to be a sublimated version of
the second.
Alternatives, in other words, have a way of becoming substitutes.
so by
insisting that the poetic impulse could not be fulfilled unless
the sexual
impulse was repressed, Milton was in effect creating an
equivalence between

Milton's misgivings

Fame is the spur that the clear spirit doth raise
(That last infirmity of noble mind)
To scorn delights, and live laborious days;
But the fair guerdon when wc hope to find,
And think ro burst our inro sudden blaze,
Comes the blind Fury with th'abhorred shears,
And slits the thin-spun life.

(70-6)

In response to this crisis, the poem initially offers two provisional
s.lutions, neither of which, I shall argue, is entirely satisfying.
The firsr of
tlrcm is provided by the god of poetry, phoebus Apollo,
who intervenes ro

t'rnind his disciple that true fame is to be found nor on earth
but in heaven.
l)ramatic as it is, the god's revelation compretely misses
Milton's point,
r'lrich had to do not so much with losing fame as with losing
the chance to
t'rrrn it. confronted with the possibility that he may
never be allowed to run
tlrc race for which he has spent most of his adult life training
himself, what
p.ssible consolation can Milton be expected to find in
the announcement
tlrrrt the prize-giving will take place in heaven? Divine approval
of the
r

,l

rigour

his preparations would no doubt be gratifying, but it would
hardly comr)('rsare for the utter futility of undertaking them. The solution simply does
rr,t address the problem, and one is left with a sense of incompleteness,
of
,ul\wcrs yet to be given.
'l 'lrc
same is true of the second solurion, offered by st peter
shortly after-

rvrr'tls. 'l'he saint's enigmatic promise that corrupt ministers
will be
Irrrrished by 'that two-handed engine ar the door' (130) postpones the
r.l.,n .[ the church until the day of judgment. To a sensibility as passionrrr('lv concerned as Milton's certainly was with the social
and political
r,'rrliries .l'his immedialc siruari.n, an eschatological solution
,o , .orrr".n-
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poraryproblemcouldScarcelyhavebeensatisfying.ForMiltonthemost

granted that
important question was always: what should be done nmt ' Even
last
day, how is
the
on
herdsmen
st Michael,s sword will smite the faithless
be made
attempt
some
the flock to be protected in the meantime? Shouldn't
to remedy the current condition of the church, to banish false shepherds
from the fold and hunt down the wolf in his lair?

ThatMiltonwastroubledbysuchquestionsappearsallthemorelikely

pastoral
when we consider one of his most significant departures from the
sheep
the
tradition: his violation of the long-standing convention whereby
is
are delegated to the care of a companion while the shepherd himself
p.rfo.ming the song. For the duration of Lycidas no one is tending the flock.
Milton is warbling his Doric lay and Edward King is dead. In the meantime'
greedy hirelings.
the sheepfold has been left to the mercies of ignorant and
(
Like the lambs in the Ep itaphium Damon is who 'go home unfed' 1 8) because

the prophetic efficacy of Milton's words, but in 1637 when the corrupted
clcrgy was 'in their height' there was no reason to suppose that the Laudian
church was destined to collapse so soon. St Peter's speech thus serves to
intensify, not assuage, the anxieties which we saw earlier were implicit in the
poem's title, and in the allusion to Orpheus. Far from being a digression, as
rt is still sometimes called, it touches on the central issue of Milton's entire
erreer. In a land threatened by wolves, who will listen to the shepherd's
piping?

All three issues that we have examined (chastity, retirement, and poetry)
rrrc finally resolved at two levels. So far as Edward King is concerned, the
sccne in heaven offers the answer:
So Lycidas sunk low, but mounted high,
1'hrough the dear might of him that walked the wavesl
'Where
other groves, and other streams along,
With nectar pure his oozy locks he laves,
And hears the unexpressive nuptial song,
In the blest kingdoms meek of f oy and love.
There entertain him all the saints above,
In solemn troopsi and sweet societies
That sing, and singing in their glory move,
And wipe the tears for cver from his eyes.

their master is too busy singing his song to attend to them, the 'hungry
absence
sheep, (125) are starving for want of adequate nourishment. The

the shepherd,s traditional companion thus poses a

further

of

set of questions:

swain be
instead of playing on his 'oaten flute' (33), shouldn't the uncouth

lwere it not better done, if not to sport with
feeding the flock himselP
Amaryllis in the shade, ar least to labour for St Peter in the sheepfold?
to the
Instead of writing poems, shouldn't John Milton be ministering
religious needs of his fellow countrymen?
For many years, of course, that is exactly what he had planned to do'
According to the autobiographical preface to Book ll of Reason of churchof
Goaernment,Milton was destined for the ministry both'by the intentions

myparentsandfriends,and.inmineownresolutions,(YPl:822).Ashe
go., on to explain, however, 'perceaving what tyranny had invaded the
church, he had subsequently abandoned his plans to enter Holy orders and
had decided ro devote himself wholly to poetry, an activity which he

The situbelieved to be an alternative priesthood (see Elegia sexta,65ff .).
some
given
him
ation he describes in St Peter's speech must, surely, have
qualms about his decision. For as we have seen, the death of Edward King
has been overhas brought Milton face ro face with the possibility that he
poet's
voice was
the
that
all,
after
estimating the power of poetry. Suppose,
not allay
could
song
not capable of replacing the preacher's? If orpheus's
of charmthe perturbations of the Bacchantes, what hope could Milton have
songs
ing their seventeenth-century counterparts? \gon't the lean and flashy
roar
of
hideous
as
the
surely
as
of frlr. shepherds drown out his music iust
mouth'
Milton's
Perhaps
the Maenads overwhelmed the song of orpheus?
affirm
too, is blind. The headnote added to the 1645 edition of Lycidas may
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(172*81)

\\/hcreas Phoebus's speech failed to offer any genuine solace for the frustmtion of the homely slighted shepherd's sexual and poetic aspirations, this
',t'tond account of divine reward restores the dead swain to an idealized land',t lpc in which both impulses can be satished, albeit vicariously. F-or the
'lrlcst kingdoms meek'are characterized by two qualities that were con',picuous by their absence in Jove's bleak court: ' joy and love'; joy expressed
rrr thc singing of the 'sweet societies', love in the 'nuptial' union they are
lrrating. As the poem's original readers would have needed no remind-

, t'le

rrr1i,

Lycidas is attending the marriage of the lamb:

as it were
n('w song before the throne . . . and no man could learn that song but the hundred
,rrrrl lirrly and four thousand, which were redeemed from the earth. These are thcy
rllrrr'lr rvcrc not defiled with women; for they are virgins . . .

,\rrtl I heard the voice of harpers harping with their harps: And they sung

,r

it were the voice of a great multitude, and as the voice of the mighty
rlrrrrrtlcrings, saying Alleluia! for the Lord God omnipotent reigneth. Let us be glad
rrrrl rt'joicc, and givc honour to him; for thc marriage of the I-amb is come, and his
rr rlt' lrirtlr nrirdc hcrscll-rcaclv. (Rcv. [-1: 2 4; 19: 6-7)
,\rr,l I hcard

as
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But Milton's description of Lycidas among the saints is not only

a

Christian fulfilment of the scene originally adumbrated by Phoebus Apollo.
It is also a celestial re-enactment of the events which took place still earlier
in the poem on the banks of the Hebrus. The apotheosis of Lycidas, that is
to say, bears a striking resemblance to the death of Orpheus. Orpheus's gory
visage 'down the stream was sent'; Lycidas washes his oozy locks 'other
streams along'. Orpheus's head was carried to 'the Lesbian shore'; Lycidas
will henceforth serve as 'the Genius of the shore'. Orpheus was killed by 'the
rout that made the hideous roar' because he resisted marriage; Lycidas is
entertained by'solemn troops, and sweet societies'singing a'nuptial song'.
The scene in heaven thus transfigures the scene in Thrace, harmonizing its
dissonance, sublimating its violence, reviving its protagonist. In the final
analysis it is the resurrection of Lycidas rather than the intervention of
Phoebus that dispels the horror of Orpheus's and Edward King's deaths.
Yet for Milton himself the question remains: how is he to live out the rest
of his life? At this terrestrial level, the solution comes in the final eight lines
of the poem:
Thus sang the uncouth swain to the oaks and rills
the still morn went out with sandals grey,

lfhile

He touched the tender stops of various quills,

riTith eager thought warbling his Doric lay:
And now the sun had stretched out all the hills,
And now was dropped into the western bay;
At last he rose, and twitched his mantle blue:
Tomorrow to fresh woods, and pastures new.

(186-e3)

This is one of the most extraordinary moments in English poetry. For
Milton's unexpected introduction of a third-person narrator at the end of a
first-person poem violates one of the oldest and most fundamental covenants
governing a writer's relationship with his reader: the implicit understanding
that the genre of the work will remain constant, that a play will not turn into
an epic half-way through, or vice versa.
Now Lycidas, the headnote informs us, is a'Monody'. The term derives,
as Milton certainly knew, from Greek tragedy, where it means an ode sung
by a single character. The ensuing tribute to Edward King, we are thus led
to expect, will be dramatic in nature. And indeed it reads very much like a
soliloquy. Up to line 185, that is to say, we seem to be in the presence of a
single speaker who is addressing us in the dramatic present. But in line 186
a second, unidentified speaker suddenly emerges from the wings and with
a single preterite verb thrusts the original speaker (and his speech) back into

the narrative past: 'Thus sang the uncouth swain
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'A work that

began as

drama has ended as narrative.

The immediate effect of this startling shift in rhe poem's modality is
It establishes a clear distinction between the fictional
persona who speaks the first 185 lines and the living poet who speaks the last
ll. The question is: why does Milton suppress this distinction until the poem
is almost over? Or, to put it another way, why is there no matching narrative
introduction to warn us in advance that the 'uncouth swain' is a character in,
rather than the author of, the elegy? Because, I would suggest, the distincreadily apparent.

tion between the swain and the poet simply did not obtain at the beginning
of Lycidas, because, initially at least, the two figures were identical. 'In this

Monody', the headnote declares, 'the author bewails a learned friend,, and
thcre is nothing in the opening paragraphs ofthe poem to prevent us from
taking this announcement quire literally. The voice we hear at the beginning
o| Lycidas is, unmistakably, the voice of John Milton himself, agonizing
over his poetic immaturiry, showing off his classical learning, recalling with
evident nostalgia his days as a srudenr in Cambridge.
As the poem proceeds, however, the owner of that voice gradually sheds
lris historical identity, and finally rurns into a fictional characrer whose
values and attitudes Milton no longer necessarily shares. The first major
lissure in the speaker's identity comes with Phoebus Apollo's dramatic
rrlervention in line 76: 'But not the praise, / Phoebus replied, and touched
rrrv trembling ears.'The tense here suddenly lapses from the dramatic
Plcsent to the narrative past, and as the experience of lines l-75 is thrust
lrlck into an earlier time-plane a gulf opens up between the speaker who
rt'urcmbers Phoebus's advice and the speaker who received it. The two
lrSures are still recognizably the same person the ears that Phoebus touches
;rrt' 'my ears' not 'his'- but the second figure, enlightened by the revelations
.l thc god ofpoetry, speaks from a perspective considerably broader than
tlrrrt of his earlier manifestation.
Alier St Peter's speech, the speaker's identity undergoes another transl.r'rnation: it expands to include an undefined chorus of fellow mourners
rvlro share the speaker's 'false surmise' (153) and his subsequenr disillusion
;r:' hc remembers the true fate of Lycidas's body. The 'frail thoughts' and
'rn,is[ vows' (153, 159) belong now to a multiple consciousness they are
',rrrs' rather than 'mine'. And a still more violent change occurs shortly
;rltt'r'wards when ar line 165 the speaker dissociates himself from his fellow
ilr()unlcrs in a change of viewpoint so extreme that more than one critic has

,rrrihutcd thc lincs that follow to a completely different character, St
Alrtlurcl (scc Maclscn). As wc havc sccn, a yct more radical disjunction
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awaits us in line 186: what wc took for fact turns into fiction, and the swain

is transformed into a figment of Milton's poetic imagination. The entire
poem, one might say, records Milton's emergence from the persono of the
uncouth swain. Lycidas is one long act of disengagement.
The conclusion of Lycidas thus enacts in an extraordinarily vivid way an
experience analogous to, though not, I think, identical with, the Christian
conversion experience. As the old speaker fades away, a new speaker is
born. Like a snake sloughing its skin, the singer withdraws from his song
and in the final lines begins what is essentially a new song which contains the
old one. It is as if the self of a dream had suddenly awakened into the self of
everyday reality. 'I'he elegy and the swain who sang it recede into the
distance, and we are left with the sense that we have witnessed a rebirth. In
Pauline terms, Milton has cast off the old man.
But who is this new man, and what does he represent? As is so often the
\Whereas the
case with Milton's poetry, the verse form itself holds the key'
first 185 lines have been written in irregular stanzas modelled (as F. T.
Prince has shown) on the Italian canzone, the concluding eight lines are in
ottaoa ima, the major vehicle of the sixteenth-century romantic epic, the
stanza not only of Tasso's Gerusalemme l.iberala and Ariosto's Orlando
Fuioso but also of their English translations by F'airfax and Harington. As
the verse form in which the amorous and military conquests of Roland and
Godfrey had been celebrated, lhe ottavarima naturally invokes the turbulent
world of heroic action and romantic love. The concluding stanza of Lycidas
thus carries with it a set of values diametrically opposed to those associated
with the pastoral as a genre or with Edward King as a character. After the
meditative, loosely organizedcanzoni preceding it, it acts like a sudden burst
of adrenalin, rousing the singer from his reverie and propelling him towards
the wars of truth in which 'the true warfaring Christian' could show his

metle. The new verse form thus opens up the possibility of living

an entirely
different kind of life, animated no longer by the ideals of the pastoral eclogue
but rather by those of the Christian epic. The course of Milton's life, it

suggests, is about to undergo a drastic change.
And so, of course, it did. Rather than remaining in the cloistered calm of

Horron, Milton travelled extensively in France and Italy and shortly afterwards plunged into public life in London. Rather than remaining chaste, he
soon married Mary Powell. And rather than fulfilling his poetic ambitions,
he devoted the next twenty years of his life to establishing himself as one of
the principal public champions of the Puritan and Parliamentarian cause.
Lycidas is thus a pivotal work in Milton's career. Like Marvell's 'Horatian
Ode', it is about an epiphany. No longer content to sing his numbers
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languishing in the shades of Horton, Milton is about to abandon that part of
himself represented by the swain, with his devotion to retirement, chastity,
lund poetry, in order to pursue an open-ended future of heroic and sexual
cngagement. For the fact is that, with the exception of a few sonnets, Lycidas
is the last poem Milton wrote in English for the next twenty years. Not until
rhe dying days of the Commonwealth when he was almost sixty would
Milton reassume that part of his identity which he had discarded at the end
ol Lycidas and take up the mantle of the shepherd poet'yet once more'.
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l{caders of today who wish to appreciate John Milton sometimes resort to
sclf-deception. He pondered, as we do, the use of knowledge, the relation of
rncn and women, the remedies for loss, and the necessity of moral choice,
lrut in idioms that demand familiarity with long tradition. Thinking as most
ol'us do in terms of psychological, economic, or biological models does little
t() prepare us for Milton's assumptions. Because he refers to some 1,500
olhcr authors, many now forgotten, we need those footnotes that make his
l)irges more resemble foreign language texts than living classics. Our
rrrodern limits sometimes urge us to overvalue certain familiar references so
thrt his work does not become (in the famous Victorian phrase) a monument
to dead ideas. One recent commentator, for example, has compared
r\lilton's imaginative flights through space to those of astronauts.

()crtainly ideas regarding religion, history, and literary models have
, lurnged since the 1600s. But spotlighting differences can both enlarge our

rrrrclerstanding of Milton's world and also demonstrate that he truly
rt'scmbles us because he pays special attention to the individual. For his
nlrior characters live in at least two worlds, one of Christian humanism, and
rr second familiar to anyone craving independent heroes whose lives oscillate
l,ctwcen predictability and idiosyncrasy. Reading Milton with this kind of
I'inocular vision thus allows us to remain faithful to his assumptions and to
(luts,

Likc many of his late Renaissance contemporaries, learned and not so
It'rrrncd, Milton accepted as absolute several religious premises that our
r rrllrrrc usually entertains as merely possible. He knew, for example, that the
llrblc coexisted with non-theistic literature celebrating earthly love and
,,('( ular activities, yet for him Scripture was the final arbiter of truth. He felt
,,rrre lhat God and Satan now contended for our souls on this earth, had
,rlrt'irtly lirught one another in approximately 4000 BC for possession of
I lt'irvcn, and would at the end of time reassume their proper relationship as
( .r t':rlol lnd subject in somc ncw rcalm frced from time. The great battle in
5l

